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HDA tests

to measure

quality level
As technology in the plug-compatible market
grows increasingly complex, it takes more
than a pass/fail grade to determine the
quality of products. It is necessary to know
whether components merely passed or
passed with flying colors.

In the head disk assembly area of
Memorex, a method of analyzing disk
subsystems has helped to determine the
degree of data integrity and reliabilityof
components.

"The method we use actually measures
the level of disk subsystem reliability or how
well the component passed the test," said
Ruben Yomtoubian, staff engineer in LDDD.
"We have designed the testers to measure

and quantify such factors as component
tolerances, thin-film head parameters and
imperfections in disk coating."

The specialized tests measure how
reliable components are at the system,
microcode, circuit and media/head levels. As

each component is tested, performance data
is collected and reviewed by Test
Engineering.

Quality measurement tool

By using this testing method, Test
Engineering has been able to improve the

quality of disk systems by tightening
component tolerances. The lower the
tolerance, the better the component.
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Employees in thenew 160,570 square-footCommunications Group facility inMilpitas,
California assemble 2178displaystationsand 2080 terminals (foreground) usinga
state-of-the-art conveyor system.

2080 in record time
As the 2080 display terminal was shipped to
its first customer in May, a 23-member team
in the Communications Group set a new
record for the shortest time between a new

product's design and shipment in the group's
history. Itwas only 10 months ago that
Development Engineering designed the
2080 and three months ago when it was
announced to the public.

Product manager Lee Gomez said
the new record was a result of teamwork.

"It takes a close working relationship to
keep a product on schedule," Gomez said.
"Everyone from engineering to manufac
turing to marketing worked together to make
sure commitments were kept."

The 2080 terminal received rave reviews

from the beta test site customer. "The

customer said it physically tried to break the
machine, but couldn't," Gomez said. "It was

the finest product it had ever seen."
The units were prepared for shipment by

the new automated shipping and packaging
system in the Communications Group. The
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system reduces packaging time from three
minutes per unit to less than one. Another
cost savings is the reduction of space
required on each pallet because of smaller
packaging.

"We can fit 50 percent more units on each
pallet, which reduces the amount of space
we need in the truck," said Ross Foulk,

shipping manager.
The first units went to Rockwell

International for use at its Satellite Systems
Division in Seal Beach, California. Rockwell

will initially use the devices in security
applications. A number of units also went to
Rockwell's Information Systems Center in
Seal Beach.

Paper reduction
contest saves

MRX $78,000
See page 2












